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ABSTRACT
We study the problem of model checking software product
line (SPL) behaviours against temporal properties. This is
more difficult than for single systems because an SPL with
n features yields up to 2n individual systems to verify. As
each individual verification suffers from state explosion, it is
crucial to propose efficient formalisms and heuristics.
We recently proposed featured transition systems (FTS),
a compact representation for SPL behaviour, and defined
algorithms for model checking FTS against linear temporal
properties. Although they showed to outperform individual
system verifications, they still face a state explosion problem
as they enumerate and visit system states one by one.
In this paper, we tackle this latter problem by using sym-
bolic representations of the state space. This lead us to
consider computation tree logic (CTL) which is supported
by the industry-strength symbolic model checker NuSMV.
We first lay the foundations for symbolic SPL model check-
ing by defining a feature-oriented version of CTL and its
dedicated algorithms. We then describe an implementation
that adapts the NuSMV language and tool infrastructure.
Finally, we propose theoretical and empirical evaluations of
our results. The benchmarks show that for certain proper-
ties, our algorithm is over a hundred times faster than model
checking each system with the standard algorithm.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verifi-
cation—Formal methods, Model checking
General Terms
Algorithms, Reliability, Theory, Verification
Keywords
Software Product Lines, Features, Specification
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Software Product Line (SPL) development, systems are
designed as families with the goal of making economies of
scale through systematic reuse of development artefacts [15].
The different variants of the system (called “products”) are
identified upfront and a model of their differences and com-
monalities is created. Feature Diagrams (FDs) [23, 35] (see,
e.g., Figure 1) are typically used for that, features being
atomic units of difference that appear natural to stakehold-
ers and technicians alike [12].
SPLs are commonplace among embedded and critical sys-
tems [17]. Formal modelling and verification of SPL be-
haviour is thus vital for quality assurance. In this paper, we
are interested in model checking techniques.
The model checking problem consists in deciding whether a
system satisfies a given temporal logic property. For Transi-
tion Systems (TS), a common mathematical representation
of system behaviour, there exist various model checking al-
gorithms whose characteristics mainly depend on the logic
used to specify the properties. In the literature, the most
common logics are Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [33] which
allows to reason on single paths, and Computational Tree
Logic (CTL) [9] which quantifies on sets of paths.
When moving from single systems to SPLs, the model
checking problem becomes harder [14]. Scalability issues
arise when creating behavioural models of the whole SPL
because the number of products is exponential in the num-
ber of features. This SPL-specific exponential blowup adds
to the more common phenomenon of state space explosion
that is incurred when the individual systems are verified. In
the SPL context, there are thus two major sources of com-
plexity that make it even more crucial to look for efficient
verification formalisms and heuristics.
To address these challenges, we recently proposed Featured
Transition Systems (FTS) [13], a formalism for specifying
behaviour in SPLs. An FTS represents the behaviour of all
the products of an SPL in a single and compact model. In
addition to the introduction of FTS, the major contribution
in [13] were efficient algorithms to model check FTS over
LTL. Those algorithms exploit the structure of the FTS in
order to avoid individual product verification and thereby
mitigate one source of state space explosion.
Nevertheless, the algorithms from [13] enumerate and visit
system states one by one. Although we showed that they
perform better than the exhaustive application of standard
algorithms to individual products, they still face a state ex-
plosion problem. An existing solution to that in single sys-
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Figure 1: FD of a windscreen wiper controller SPL.
tem model checking is to use symbolic representations [29].
Given a TS, a symbolic representation is a compact data
structure for a large set of states and transitions. Symbolic
algorithms have been shown to be applicable in many cases
where exhaustive techniques do not scale [7].
In this paper, we combine FTS and symbolic model check-
ing to tackle both the aforementioned sources of complexity
at once. We propose a symbolic encoding for FTS as well
as fully symbolic algorithms. Naturally, this has lead us to
consider CTL which is supported by the industry-strength
symbolic model checker NuSMV. As a specification language
we propose feature CTL (fCTL), an extension of CTL that
allows to reason on sets of products. Our algorithm is linear
in the size of the state-space of the FTS and clearly outper-
forms a previously published algorithm [26].
While our algorithmic insights are of interest per se, we
went further and implemented them as part of NuSMV.
As the input language, we use fSMV, an existing feature-
oriented extension of the NuSMV language [32] which we
have shown to be a high-level representation of FTS [10].
The implementation is available at the FTS website [1].
Benchmarks conducted on an elevator system SPL show that
our algorithm is up to two orders of magnitude faster than
the classical symbolic algorithm executed on each product.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we recall
the basics of TS and FTS. Section 3 introduces the logic
fCTL and the corresponding model checking problem. Our
symbolic algorithms for model checking fCTL over FTS are
presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses how to implement
these algorithms, while Section 6 evaluates them theoreti-
cally and empirically. Sections 7 and 8 conclude the paper
with an overview of the related work and a conclusion.
2. BACKGROUND
A Feature Diagram (FD) is a concise representation for the
valid products of an SPL (see, e.g., [23, 35]). Boxes denote
features (from a set N) and edges denote decomposition of
features. The semantics of an FD d, denoted [[d]]FD , is its set
of valid products, i.e., a set of sets of features: [[d]]FD ⊆ P(N).
As an example, consider the FD of a windscreen wiping
controller SPL (inspired by [22]) presented in Figure 1. The
controllers have a rain sensor that is either of high or of
low quality, the high quality sensor being able to distinguish
between heavy and low rain. There is an optional permanent
wiping feature that allows the driver to bypass the sensor.
The semantics of this FD would be the following set of four
products (using the short feature names):{{w, s, l}, {w, s, h}, {w, s, l, p}, {w, s, h, p}}}.
Note that this is an illustrative example with a few products
only. Our industrial partners have FDs with close to 80 fea-
tures and millions of products [36]. In the literature, SPLs
with several thousands of features have been reported [5].
In this paper, behaviours of individual products are repre-
sented with Transition Systems (TS) [4]. A TS is a directed
graph whose transitions are labelled with actions, and whose
states are labelled with atomic propositions.
Definition 1 (Transition System). A TS ts is a tu-
ple ts = (S, Act, trans, I, AP, L) where
• S is a set of states,
• Act is a set of actions,
• trans ⊆ S × Act × S is a set of transitions, with
(s1, α, s2) ∈ trans sometimes noted s1 α→ s2,
• I ⊆ S is a set of initial states,
• AP is a set of atomic propositions,
• L : S → 2AP is a labelling function.
An execution (also called behaviour) of ts is an infinite se-
quence σ = s0α1s1α2 . . . with s0 ∈ I such that si αi+1→ si+1
for all 0 ≤ i. A path is an execution from which the informa-
tion about the transitions has been removed, i.e., the path
pi for the execution σ is the sequence s0s1 . . .. The ith state
in a path pi is denoted by pii, the first state being pi0. The
semantics of a TS, written [[ts]]TS , is its set of paths.
In [13], we proposed Featured Transition Systems (FTS),
a compact model for representing the behaviours of all the
products of an SPL. FTSs are TSs in which individual tran-
sitions are labeled with features. A transition is part of
a product if and only if its feature is part of the product.
In this paper, we use a slight generalisation of FTS called
FTS+. In FTS+, transitions are labelled with Boolean func-
tions over the features (rather than single features), called
feature expressions. This allows for greater expressiveness,
e.g., the situations in which a transition is present if and
only if feature a and not feature b are part of the product
can be easily modelled with the feature expression a ∧ ¬b.
It also has the nice side-effect of simplifying the definitions.
Formally:
Definition 2. An FTS+ is a tuple fts = (S, Act, trans,
I, AP, L, d, γ), where
• S,Act, trans, I, AP,L are defined as in Definition 1,
• d is a feature model,
• γ : trans → ({0, 1}|N| → {0, 1}) is a total function,
labelling each transition with a feature expression, i.e.,
a Boolean function over the set of features.
The behaviour of the four products of the wiper SPL can
be represented with the FTS+ in Figure 2(a). The feature
expression of a transition is shown next to its action label,
separated by a slash. In addition, transitions labeled with a
single feature are coloured in the same way as the features
in Figure 1. The driver controls the wiper with a lever.
Without the permanent wiping feature, moving the lever up
(À→Â) activates the sensor. If the feature is supported,
then the first move up (À→Á) activates permanent wiping
(a) Windscreen wiper controller FTS+
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Figure 2: FTS+ of the wiper controller SPL.
and a second move up (Á→Â) activates the sensor. In the
presence of the permanent wiping feature, the first move up
leads to state Á rather than Â. This is modelled by the fea-
ture expression of transition À→Â, w∧¬p, which requires p
to be false. Thus, if transition À→Â is part of the product,
transition À→Á cannot be. Moving the lever down deac-
tivates a function in a similar way. In sensing mode, the
low quality sensor will react to normal and heavy rain in
the same way (moving to state Ã). The high quality sensor
reacts differently, leading to state Ä in heavy rain.
The behaviour of a particular product of the SPL is ob-
tained through projection. This operation removes all tran-
sitions of the FTS+ whose feature expression does not eval-
uate to true in the product. The result of a projection is a
TS. Formally, we have the following definition.
Definition 3 (Projection in FTS+). The projection
of an FTS+ fts to a product p ∈ [[d]], noted fts |p, is the
TS t = (S, Act, trans′, I, AP, L) where trans′ = {t ∈
trans | γ(t)(f1 ∈ p, .., fn ∈ p) = 1}.
Figures 2(b) and 2(c) illustrate the projection operation
on the FTS+ presented in Figure 2(a). Figure 2(b) is a
controller with a low quality rain sensor that supports per-
manent wiping. It corresponds to the following projection
operation: fts |{w,s,l,p}. Figure 2(c) represents a controller
with only the low quality rain sensor, obtained from the
FTS+ with the operation: fts |{w,s,l}.
The FTS+ represents the behaviour of all products of the
SPL. Its semantics is thus the union of the standard TS
semantics of all possible projections. Formally:
Definition 4 (Semantics of an FTS+).
[[fts]]FTS =
⋃
c∈[[d]]
FD
[[fts |c]]TS
FTS and FTS+ are meant to be the mathematical foun-
dation for SPL behaviour specification. We do not expect
engineers to write their specifications in FTS directly. In or-
der to make our techniques more widely applicable, we need
to provide high-level languages on top of FTS. This is one
of the motivations and contributions of this paper.
3. COMPUTATION TREE LOGIC IN SPLS
In this section, we begin our study of the model checking
problem for SPLs. Our objective is to verify Computation
Tree Logic (CTL) properties for all the products of an SPL.
In the case of FTS+ model checking, the CTL formula is
evaluated over the computation tree of the FTS+, that is,
the computation trees of all products in the SPL. This ad-
ditional dimension, viz. the products for which a property
holds, is missing in the logic. In contrast to our earlier work
on LTL [13], we decided to make it explicit and define a
version of CTL adapted to SPL verification.
3.1 Encoding Sets of Products
A CTL algorithm computes the set of states that do satisfy
the property being checked. When model checking SPLs,
however, the notion of satisfaction depends on the products
of the SPL. A property is satisfied by a state for a certain
set of products. Hence, a first challenge is to find an efficient
representation for sets of products.
First, observe that representing sets of products explicitly
is rather inefficient. In [13], we proposed a symbolic rep-
resentation which is convenient for LTL model checking of
FTS (not FTS+). The idea was to encode a set of products
with a set of required features rf and a set of excluded fea-
tures ef so that a pair (rf, ef) can be expanded as follows.
Definition 5. Let N be a set of features. A pair (rf,
ef) ∈ P(N)×P(N) represents a set of products px∈PP(N)
such that [[(rf, ef)]]
4
= {p ∈ [[d]]FD | rf ⊆ p ∧ ef ∩ p = ∅}.
This representation is less efficient in FTS+ where transi-
tions can be labeled by arbitrary Boolean expressions. Fur-
thermore, as we shall see, CTL algorithms rely on set op-
erations (union, intersection, complementation, etc.) and
equivalence checking (as the algorithms generally rely on
fixed point calculations). Those operations have to be de-
fined and implemented on the above encoding. A set
{
({a, b},
{c, d}) . . . ({e, f}, {g, h})} can be viewed as a disjunction of
conjunctions of literals (the features), i.e., a formula in dis-
junctive normal form (DNF): (a ∧ b ∧ ¬c ∧ ¬d) ∨ . . . ∨ (e ∧
f ∧¬g ∧¬h). Unfortunately, intersection, complementation
and equivalence checking cannot be implemented efficiently
for formulae in DNF. In this paper, we thus propose an al-
ternative approach. The idea is to encode a set of products
px by a Boolean function whose literals are defined in terms
of features. Formally, we have the following.
Definition 6. A Boolean function χpx(x1, .., xn) over the
set of features N , χpx : {0, 1}|N| → {0, 1}, is a symbolic en-
coding of a set of products px ∈ PP(N) such that
[[χpx]]
4
= {p ∈ [[d]]FD |χpx(x1, .., xn) = 1
with xi = 1 ⇐⇒ fi ∈ p for i ∈ [1, n]}
Intuitively, the Boolean function is the characteristic func-
tion of the set, returning true for elements in the set, and
false otherwise. Here and in the remainder of the paper, 1
and 0 denote true and false, respectively. Boolean functions
can be represented symbolically with Boolean Decision Di-
agrams (BDDs) which are often compact and on which the
aforementioned operations can be computed efficiently [6].
The semantics of an FD being the set of valid products, it
can also be encoded in this way.
3.2 Feature Computation Tree Logic (fCTL)
We propose feature Computation Tree Logic (fCTL), an
extension of CTL that makes the product dimension ap-
parent. fCTL is obtained by augmenting CTL formulae
with product quantifiers, also called guards. Those guards
are Boolean functions (as in Definition 6) that specify for
which products a CTL formula should hold. The formula is
trivially satisfied for all other products. Formulae without
a product quantifier (and thus pure CTL) implicitly range
over all products. The syntax of fCTL is given as follows:
Definition 7. An fCTL formula φ is an expression
φ ::= 1 | a | φ1 ∧ φ2 | ¬φ |
[χpx]EXφ | [χpx]AXφ
[χpx]E(φ1Uφ2) | [χpx]A(φ1Uφ2)
[χpx]EGφ | [χpx]AGφ
[χpx]AFφ | [χpx]AFφ
with a ∈ AP and px ⊆ P(N).
As in CTL, E (resp. A) means at least one path satisfies
(resp. all paths satisfy) the following path operator. The
path operators are: next, Xφ requires the next state to sat-
isfy φ; until, φ1Uφ2 requires φ1 to hold until φ2 is satisfied
(and φ2 has to be satisfied at some point); finally, Fφ re-
quires φ to hold in some future state; and generally, Gφ
requires φ to hold for all future states. It is well-known
that any CTL formula can be expressed in existential nor-
mal form (ENF) [4], that is, only with path operators EX,
EU and EG. This observation naturally extends to fCTL.
An fCTL formula is evaluated over the executions of an
FTS (or an FTS+). Its semantics is defined as follows.
Definition 8. Semantics of an fCTL formula wrt. an
FTS+ fts, a state s ∈ S, and a set of products px ⊆ P(N).
s, px |= φ ⇐⇒ ∀p ∈ px • s, p |= φ
Where N is the set of features, p ⊆ N is a product and
satisfaction of a formula φ in a state s and in a product p.
s, p |= a iff a ∈ L(s)
s, p |= ¬φ iff ¬(s, p |= φ)
s, p |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff (s, p |= φ1) ∧ (s, p |= φ2)
s, p |= [χpx]EXφ iff p ∈ [[χpx]]⇒ ∃pi ∈ [[fts |p]]FTS
• pi0 = s ∧ (pi1, p |= φ)
s, p |= [χpx]E(φ1Uφ2) iff p ∈ [[χpx]]⇒ ∃pi ∈ [[fts |p]]FTS
• pi0 = s ∧ (∃j ≥ 0 • (pij , p |= φ2)
∧ ∀0 ≥ i < j • (pii, p |= φ1))
s, p |= [χpx]EGφ iff p ∈ [[χpx]]⇒ ∃pi ∈ [[fts |p]]FTS
• pi0 = s ∧ ∀i ≥ 0 • (pii, p |= φ))
Note that existential quantification in fCTL requires that at
least one path satisfies the formula in all products (not in
just one product). If all the guards of an fCTL formula are
true, then the semantics of the formula is equivalent to the
standard CTL semantics. Observe also that a formula can
φ : ∧
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Figure 3: Examples of parse trees.
be trivially satisfied: if a guard is unsatisfiable, the quan-
tification ranges over an empty set of products making it
trivially satisfied.
An example property for the wiper FTS+ in Figure 2 is
[¬h]AG ¬fastWipe
which expresses that “in absence of the high quality sensor
feature (h), it is impossible to activate fast wipe”. This prop-
erty is satisfied by the model, since the transition leading to
the fast wipe state is not present if the high quality sensor
is not included.
In general, an FTS+ satisfies an fCTL formula if all its
initial states satisfy the formula for all products. This leads
to the following satisfaction relation and associated model
checking problem for fCTL over FTS+.
Definition 9. fts |= φ ⇐⇒ ∀i ∈ I • i, [[d]]FD |= φ
Definition 10 (MCCTL(fts, φ)). Given a property φ
and an FTS+ fts, MCCTL(fts, φ) returns true iff fts |= φ.
If fts 6|= φ, it returns false and a Boolean function χpx
which identifies the products that violate the property, i.e.,
such that ∃i ∈ I • i, [[χpx]] 6|= φ and ∀i ∈ I • i, [[¬χpx]] |= φ.
In the following section, we propose efficient algorithms
for solving this problem.
4. MODEL CHECKING FCTL ON FTS+
Like any CTL algorithm, our fCTL algorithm uses the
parse tree of a formula to decompose it into subproblems
that can be handled independently.
Definition 11. Given an fCTL formula φ, its parse tree
is a graph, with φ as the root, where leaf nodes correspond to
terminal formulae (i.e., 1 or a) and where each intermediate
node corresponds to a production of Definition 7 with its
children being the subformulae of this production.
As an example, the parse tree of the aforementioned prop-
erty is given in Figure 3(a). A more complicated example
is shown in Figure 3(b). The model checking algorithm tra-
verses the parse tree of the formula bottom-up. First, the
states satisfying the formulae of the leaves are computed,1
then the information is used to compute the states satisfying
the formulae of their parents and so on. The last step is to
compute the states satisfying the whole formula φ.
In Section 4.1, we propose a symbolic encoding of FTS+.
Based on this encoding, we discuss the fundamental opera-
tions and concepts in Section 4.2 and define algorithms to
model check basic fCTL formulae in Section 4.3.
1In what follows we shall see that our algorithms also com-
pute the set of products for which the CTL formula obtained
by removing the guard of the fCTL formula is satisfied.
4.1 Symbolic Encoding of FTS+
The main motivation for this work is that symbolic al-
gorithms can, to some extent, address the state explosion
problem and allow to verify large state spaces [29]. In the
symbolic setting, sets of states and the transition relation
are encoded directly with their characteristic functions.
Let us first fix some basic notation. As a starting point we
assume the existence of a binary encoding of states, that is,
a function enc : S → {0, 1}k, where k is chosen large enough
to encode all states. Products can be encoded as bit vectors
of size n, n being the number of features. In the rest of
the paper, we also use enc to note encoded products. Note
that with this encoding, {0, 1}k implicitly denotes the sets
of all (encoded) states and {0, 1}n the set of all (encoded)
products. Any subset of states T ⊆ S can be represented by
its characteristic function, χT , that is
χT (s) : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} • χT (enc(s)) = 1 ⇐⇒ s ∈ T
χ stands for characteristic function [4]. The subscript of
χ, e.g., ‘X ∪ Y ’ in χX∪Y , denotes the set for which this is
the characteristic function. In parentheses follow the vari-
ables on which the function is defined. By convention, s
(resp. p) denotes a vector of variables encoding a state (resp.
product). The cofactor χT [s←enc(x)] of a Boolean function
χT (s, p, . . .) is the Boolean function over the variables p, . . .
obtained by replacing the variables s by the value they take
in enc(x). In the implementation, each χ(x1, .., xk) becomes
a BDD over variables x1, .., xk.
With the notation in place, we now show how an FTS+
can be encoded symbolically. The set of states is represented
by χS and the set of initial states by χI . As usual, the
labelling of states with atomic propositions L is represented
by recording for each atomic proposition a ∈ AP the set of
states χa that are labeled by the proposition:
χa(s) : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} • χa(enc(s)) = 1 ⇐⇒ a ∈ L(s).
The transition relation is represented by a function that
takes two encoded states (start and end) and an encoded
product, and returns 1 iff some transition s
α→ s′ exists in
the product. The feature expression of a transition is im-
plicitly embedded in the encoding.2 Formally,
χtrans(s, s
′, p) : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}k × {0, 1}n → {0, 1},
such that χtrans(enc(s), enc(s
′), enc(p)) = 1 iff some s α→ s′
in fts |p. The feature expression on the transition is the
cofactor for the encoding of both states:
χ∨
α γ(s
α→s′)(p) : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}
4
= χtrans[s←enc(s),s′←enc(s′)](p).
Transitions with the same start and end states are implicitly
merged (with a disjunction of their Boolean function labels).
This yields a symbolic encoding for FTS+ covering all of
Definition 2.
4.2 Fundamentals of fCTL Model Checking
The fCTL algorithm does a bottom-up traversal of the
parse tree. For each subformula φ in a given node, it records
the set of states and the products, Sat(φ), that satisfy the
subformula. These sets are referred to as satisfaction sets.
To complete the model checking algorithm for fCTL, it is
2Which is natural as both the transitions and the feature
expression are Boolean functions.
thus sufficient to give a recursive definition of Sat(φ). For-
mally, a satisfaction set Sat(φ) is a set of couples:
Sat(φ) ⊆ S × P(N)
where N is the set of features, so that (s, p) ∈ Sat(φ) means
that s, p |= φ according to Definition 8. Such a satisfaction
set is also encoded by its characteristic function,
χSat(φ)(s, p) : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}n → {0, 1},
so that χSat(φ)(enc(s), enc(p)) = 1 iff s, p |= φ.
Most CTL model checking algorithms rely on fixed point
computations. As we shall see in the next subsection, this
remains the same for fCTL algorithms. The basis of our
fixed point algorithms is an operator that, given a state s and
a product p, returns the predecessors of s in p. Intuitively,
the predecessors of a state s in a product p are the states
s′ that can reach s via a transition t = s′ α→ s so that p
satisfies the feature expression of the transition p ∈ [[γ(t)]].
For instance, consider state Â in Figure 2(a). Its predeces-
sors in the product {w, s, l, p}, i.e., Pre(Â, {w, s, l, p}), are
states Á and Ã. This is easy to see in Figure 2(b). Its pre-
decessors in the product {w, s, l} are states À and Ã. This
information is contained literally in the transition relation:
χPre(s,p)(x) : {0, 1}k → {0, 1} 4= χtrans[s′←enc(s),p←enc(p)](x),
that is, the cofactor of the transition relation χtrans for p
and s as target state.
Of course, this calculation has to be very efficient since
it is executed at each step of the algorithm. Therefore, the
computation cannot rely on single state/product predeces-
sor computations to accomplish this. We rather need to
compute it on a set of such couples, generally a satisfaction
set of some property φ. This leads us to define the operator
SetPre as follows.
Definition 12.
χSetPre(Sat(φ))(s, p) : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}
4
= ∃s′ • χSat(φ)(s′, p) ∧ χtrans(s, s′, p).
Intuitively, SetPre(Sat(φ)) is the set of couples (s, p) such
that there exists a state s′ that satisfies φ in product p and
to which s has a transition in product p. Since the operation
is computed on the symbolic encoding of the sets, it does not
consider states or products individually.
4.3 Algorithms
Having the fundamentals covered, we can proceed to the
model checking algorithms. The satisfaction sets for fCTL
state formulae are recursively defined as follows.
Definition 13. fCTL state formulae satisfaction sets:
χSat(true)(s, p) = 1
χSat(a)(s, p) = χa(s)
χSat(φ1∧φ2)(s, p) = χSat(φ1)(s, p) ∧ χSat(φ2)(s, p)
χSat(¬φ)(s, p) = ¬χSat(φ1)(s, p)
These rules are straightforward and should be intuitive. Let
us now study satisfaction sets for fCTL path formulae.
EX.
This definition being recursive, Sat(φ) is supposed to be
known. To obtain Sat(EXφ) it is sufficient to calculate the
predecessors of Sat(φ), that is, to apply the SetPre operator
from Definition 20 to Sat(φ).
Definition 14. χSat(EXφ)(s, p)
4
= SetPre(Sat(φ))(s, p)
EU.
In standard CTL model checking, E(φ1Uφ2) can be com-
puted with the smallest fixed point: µT • φ2∨ (φ1∧EX T ).
The corresponding algorithm starts with the states satisfy-
ing φ2 and then searches backwards for all predecessors sat-
isfying φ1. The procedure for fCTL model checking behaves
in a similar way.
According to Tarski’s fixed point theorem, the above fixed
point can be computed as follows:
Definition 15. χSat(E(φ1Uφ2)=χTi • ∀j > i • χTj = χTi
where χT0(s, p) = χSat(φ2)(s, p)
χTi+1(s, p) = χTi(s, p) ∨
(
χSat(φ1)(s, p)
∧ χSetPre(Ti)(s, p)
∧ ¬χTi(s, p)
)
In each iteration, we add the states (s, p) that satisfy φ1,
i.e. χSat(φ1)(s, p), and are predecessors of a state in Ti, i.e.
χSetPre(Ti)(s, p). An optimisation known in current CTL
algorithms, and crucial here, is to only add states that were
not already in Ti, i.e. ¬χTi(s, p). Otherwise, previously vis-
ited states would be re-visited, which would be inefficient
especially due to the added feature variables.
EG.
The algorithm for EG is similar to the previous case, ex-
cept that the greatest fixed point, νT • φ∧EX T , has to be
computed. This fixed point can be calculated as follows:
Definition 16. χSat(EGφ) = χTi • ∀j > i • χTj = χTi
where χT0(s, p) = χSat(φ)(s, p)
χTi+1(s, p) = χTi(s, p) ∧ χSetPre(Ti)(s, p)
The procedure starts with a large set, viz. all states satis-
fying φ, and progressively shrinks it. At each iteration, only
states that are the predecessor of some state in Ti are kept.
Product quantification.
The quantified formula [χpx]Sat(φ) is trivially satisfied by
all states for the products not in px. For the other products,
it is only satisfied if Sat(φ) is satisfied. The quantified for-
mula can thus be obtained from Sat(φ) by the following
operation.
Definition 17. Quantifying a satisfaction set over χpx:
χ[χpx]Sat(φ)(s, p) = ¬χpx(p) ∨ χSat(φ)(s, p)
Note that this operation can be implemented as defined
here, that is, independently from the calculation of Sat(φ).
This has the advantage that the satisfaction sets for formu-
lae, that are identical except for their guards, will be com-
puted only once. Alternatively, the guard could be used to
reduce the state space before calculating Sat(φ).
Checking the validity of a formula.
The final step of the fCTL model checking algorithm is
to check whether all initial states satisfy φ, and for which
products they do. Given χSat(φ)(s, p), the set of products
that violate φ is obtained by intersecting the complement of
Sat(φ) with the set of initial states, and then projecting on
the state variables. This leaves a Boolean function over the
feature variables characterising the set of violating products:
Definition 18. The set of products χpxbad violating an
fCTL property φ is χpxbad(p) = ∃s • χI(s) ∧ ¬χSat(φ)(s, p).
If χpxbad = 0, the property is satisfied by all products. More
generally, checking whether a specific set of products χpx′ ,
e.g. the set of valid products in the FD, satisfies φ, amounts
to testing whether χpx′ implies χpxbad (meaning that the
former is a subset of the latter).
The algorithms for calculating satisfaction sets and quan-
tification, combined with the parse tree computation lead to
a complete model checking algorithm for fCTL over FTS+.
Theorem 19. Our algorithms compute the satisfaction
relation specified in Definition 9. Furthermore the extended
validity check provides the information on violating products
required in Definition 10.
5. FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE
The previous section provides a mathematical foundation
for symbolic FTS+ model checking. To make our approach
available to engineers, we decided to customise the state-of-
the-art symbolic model checker NuSMV.3 Thereby, we can
take advantage of its existing infrastructure. We proceed in
two steps. The first (Section 5.1) is to define a high-level
language that maps to FTS+ and that is close to NuSMV’s
original input language. The second (Section 5.2) is to im-
plement our algorithms in NuSMV. In Section 5.3, we briefly
describe the resulting toolset and its usage.
5.1 A High-Level Language
To specify SPL behaviour, we propose to reuse a lan-
guage by Plath and Ryan [32]. The language, which we call
fSMV, is a feature-oriented extension of the input language
of NuSMV. A NuSMV model consists of a set of variable
declarations which define the state space. For each variable,
the value in the next state is defined as a function of the
value in the present state through assignments. From this
it is straightforward to derive the BDD of the transition re-
lation. The basic wiper example from Section 2 could be
expressed in NuSMV as follows:
MODULE main
VAR rain: boolean;
wiper: {on, off};
ASSIGN init(wiper) := off;
next(wiper) := case rain = 1: on;
1: off;
esac;
The rain is controlled by the environment and thus mod-
elled as a non-deterministic Boolean variable. The wiper is
initially off. As expected, when it rains the wiper is switched
on. Otherwise (1: can be read as else:) it is switched off.
The fSMV language is based on superimposition [21]. A
feature basically describes the changes it makes to a NuSMV
model. It can introduce new variables into the system, over-
ride the definition of existing variables and change the values
of variables the moment they are read. For example, the per-
manent wipe feature adds a switch that lets the driver switch
on the wiper manually. The switch is modelled with a new
non deterministic variable forced. The system is changed in
such a way that permanent wiping overrides the rain sensor.
In fSMV, this yields:
3http://nusmv.irst.itc.it
FEATURE permanent
INTRODUCE
VAR forced: boolean;
CHANGE
IF forced = 1 THEN IMPOSE next(wiper) := on;
In a companion technical report [10], we have formally
established that fSMV and FTS+ are expressively equiva-
lent. This result provides algorithms for translating fSMV
into explicit-state FTS+. In order to implement the algo-
rithms of Section 4, we need a translation from fSMV to the
encoding defined in Section 4.1.
5.2 Implementing our Algorithms
Plath and Ryan [32] specify how a list of fSMV features
is composed with a NuSMV model, the base system, to pro-
duce the NuSMV model of a product. This results in a model
that only describes the product, and contains no more in-
formation on the features it possesses. In particular, it does
not match the symbolic encoding of Section 4.1 which re-
quires a single model for all products, and where transitions
hold information about the variability of products.
We thus propose a different way of composing fSMV fea-
tures which creates a single model for all products, and
where information about the features is recorded in the states.
Although this does not exactly correspond to the encoding of
Section 4.1, where this information is kept in the transitions,
it has the advantage of being implementable in NuSMV
without drastic changes to the model checker or its input
language. To begin with, our composition adds a Boolean
state variable for each feature. Each transition thus has two
copies of the feature variables, instead of one. Formally
χtrans(s, p, s
′, p′) : {0, 1}k×{0, 1}n×{0, 1}k×{0, 1}n → {0, 1},
such that χtrans(enc(s), enc(p), enc(s
′), enc(p)) = 1 iff some
s
α→ s′ in fts |p. The feature variables are thus left un-
changed by the transitions. The initial states of the model
are modified to include all possible feature combinations.
With this, the predecessor calculation becomes
Definition 20.
χSetPre(Sat(φ))(s, p) : {0, 1}k × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}
4
= ∃s′ • χSat(φ)(s′, p) ∧ χtrans(s, p, s′, p).
Observe that this definition coincides with the definition
of the predecessors in standard CTL model checking algo-
rithms, under the condition that the feature variables in a
transition do not change. Since this is guaranteed by our
composition mechanism, we can reuse the standard prede-
cessor calculation implemented in NuSMV. Observe further
that the algorithms for calculating satisfaction sets (Sec-
tion 4.3) all treat state and feature variables indifferently.
These observations combined mean that the small change in
the encoding allows us to reuse the satisfaction set calcula-
tion algorithms of NuSMV.
The final step of the algorithm, i.e., checking whether all
initial states satisfy the property, does treat feature and
state variables differently. It thus needs to be adapted as
described in Definition 18, by quantifying away the state
variables in order to obtain the set of violating products. If
this is not done, the algorithm will just yield false if there
are violating products, without indicating which products
are to blame.
The modified encoding has another advantage: it allows
to express fCTL properties in CTL. This is due to the fact
that feature variables are state variables that can be ref-
erenced in a property. A set of products χpx can thus be
expressed in the specification language, which means that
the fCTL formula [χpx]φ can be translated to the CTL for-
mula (χpx) =⇒ φ.
Our composition mechanism and a small change in the
symbolic encoding of FTS+ thus allow us to reduce most of
the fCTL model checking algorithms over FTS+ to CTL
model checking in NuSMV. The composition mechanism
uses a technique similar to [34]; details are provided in [10].
In essence, composition is performed as prescribed by [32],
with the addition that all changes made by features are
guarded by the newly introduced feature variables.
5.3 Toolset
Our toolset is based on the NuSMV model checker. Essen-
tially, it takes as input a list of features specified in fSMV,
a NuSMV model which serves as the base system, and one
or more fCTL properties. For each property, it determines
the products for which it is satisfied and violated.
A first tool is used to compose a feature and a NuSMV
model to create a new NuSMV model, which can either be
composed with another feature or be verified in NuSMV.
Several calls can be chained with pipes. For benchmarking
purposes, this tool implements both the composition mech-
anism from [32] and our modified version thereof [10].
The result of this composition is then passed on to the
modified version of NuSMV. It has a new command line
switch -fbdd which activates the changes discussed in the
previous section, meaning that NuSMV will print for each
violated property a Boolean expression characterising the
products that violate the property. The modifications made
to NuSMV are available as a patch for NuSMV 2.5.0.
Two additional tools provide (i) a filter that analyses the
NuSMV output and produces an overview of the results,
(ii) the ability to add preprocessed quantifiers to NuSMV
files, making it possible to parameterise models (e.g. the
number of floors in an elevator SPL model).
All of this is available (open source) at the FTS website [1].
6. EVALUATION
6.1 Theoretical Evaluation
Our algorithm for model checking of fCTL over FTS+ is
O(|S|.|φ|.2n) where S is the set of states and n the number
of features. Basically, a satisfaction set is calculated for each
node in the formula giving the factor |φ|. This calculation
is linear in the size of the state space for Sat(1), Sat(a),
Sat(¬φ), Sat(φ1 ∧ φ2) and Sat(EXφ). The fixed points of
Sat(E(φ1Uφ2)) and Sat(EGφ) both take O(|S|.2n) since,
in the worst case, they proceed monotonically through 2n
products for each state.
For reference, single-system CTL model checking of TSs
has a computational complexity of O(|S|.|φ|). The addi-
tional exponential factor of our algorithm cannot be avoided
unless model checking is restricted to models less powerful
than FTS+, as done in [27]. Also note that our algorithm
remains linear in the size of the state space and is more ef-
ficient than the one presented in [26]. More precisely, the
latter is O(|φ|.|S|!) = O(|φ|.|S||S|). The algorithm of [26] is
thus in EXPTIME whereas ours is in E, i.e. DTIME(2O(x)),
a class that “captures a more benign aspect of exponential
time” [31]. Furthermore, it is important to note that in
Table 1: Benchmark results for the elevator system
with six floors (times are in seconds).
Property Value Enum. Single Speedup
01 false 44.00 1.05 41.90
01’ true 34.02 0.13 261.69
04 false 67.76 18.44 3.67
02 false 52.36 1.87 28.00
03a false 76.67 22.42 3.42
03b false 77.98 27.21 2.87
05a false 105.07 322.53 0.33
05b true 30.67 0.04 766.75
05-part true 54.63 0.32 170.72
05c false 88.63 78.36 1.13
05d true 30.93 0.05 618.60
05e false 67.45 18.39 3.67
05’ false 131.78 63.61 2.07
06 true 68.36 20.42 3.35
07 true 73.06 36.89 1.98
practice, the size of the state space is much larger than the
number of features.
6.2 Empirical Evaluation
In [32], the authors propose the fSMV language along with
a verification technique for CTL that is based on an ex-
haustive enumeration of the set of products (although they
limit themselves to couples of features). Such a product-
enumerative approach is exactly what our algorithms intend
to avoid. While both approaches produce equivalent results,
we argue that model checking a single model with variabil-
ity (i.e., the model of the whole SPL) is in general more
efficient. Experiments with our earlier LTL algorithms also
suggest that [13]. Here, we test this hypothesis in the sym-
bolic context through benchmarks that compare the runtime
of product-enumerative vs. single-model approaches.
To this end, we used the elevator system by Plath and
Ryan [32]. We extended the fSMV models provided with
the original paper in two ways. First, we made the num-
ber of floors (initially fixed at five) variable via preprocessed
quantifiers. Secondly, we added four more features to the
system, resulting in a total of nine features. All features
are independently optional, which means that there are 29
products. Benchmarks were run for the fifteen properties of
the base system (mostly combined safety and liveness prop-
erties) with the number of floors ranging from four to eight.
Table 1 lists runtimes (in seconds) and speedups for the case
of six floors. The benchmarks compare (for each property)
• the total runtime of 29 model checks that enumerate
all products explicitly (column ‘Enum.’ in Table 1);
• the runtime of a single NuSMV model check following
our method (column ‘Single’ in Table 1).
Each property was benchmarked individually. The property
number reported in the Table 1 refers to the number given
to the property in the NuSMV code. The benchmarks were
run on an Ubuntu machine with an Intel Core2 Duo at 2.80
GHz with 4 Gb of RAM.
The size of the NuSMV model of the product with all
features ranges from 217 states for four floors, to 227 states
for eight floors. These are the upper bounds for the size
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Figure 4: Evolution of speedup with the number of
floors (logarithmic scale).
of the models analysed in the enumerative benchmarks. As
explained earlier, our algorithm only needs one check, but
requires an additional variable for each feature. Its models
are thus much larger, from 226 states to 236. The models
are distributed with the toolset and available online [1].
An important factor in BDD based model checking is the
variable ordering. In order to avoid computing static vari-
able orderings and still be efficient, NuSMV has the param-
eter -dynamic, which causes the BDD package to reorder
the variables during verification in case the BDD size grows
beyond a certain threshold. While this method works well
on small to medium models (up to six floors), its limitations
become more and more apparent as the size of the models
grows. For eight floors, NuSMV would spend more time
reordering variables than actually verifying the property.
In consequence, we computed variable orderings for each
number of floors, and used these in all subsequent bench-
marks. The model checks of the single approach were run
with parameters -df -i orderfile. Those of the enumera-
tive approach were run with -df -dynamic. It is important
to note that the variable orderings computed for the single
approach cannot be reused for the enumerative case. This is
due to the fact that the enumerative approach produces 29
models with different sets of variables, which would require
29 variable orderings. However, due to the absence of the
nine feature variables, the individual models of the enumer-
ative cases are much smaller than the single model in the
single case. Therefore, the dynamic variable ordering, while
being the only option, should still be rather efficient.
The results show that our approach achieves order-of-
magnitude speedups over the enumerative approach. These
observations are reported for each property in Figure 4,
where we show how speedup evolves when the number of
floors grows. Three clusters appear: four high outliers, with
speedups greater than 250 and up to 1000; five low outliers
with speedups below two or three and sometimes negative;
and six stable properties with speedups around ten. A trend
that we observed is that with an increasing number of floors,
the outliers tend to become more extreme (the high speedups
grow, the low speedups descend). This is most likely due
to the importance of the static variable ordering for larger
models, although we cannot exclude other factors.
In order to limit bias, we went to great lengths to ensure
that the enumerative benchmarks were as efficient as possi-
ble. For instance, the computation of the 29 feature compo-
sitions (to create the files that were model checked) for each
property was not included in the runtime. Furthermore, the
large volume of log files from these runs was cleaned after
each run since it would slow down model checking after sev-
eral runs (because of huge inode lists in the parent folder).
7. RELATEDWORK
Let us first compare this paper with our previous work.
In [13, 11] we materialised a plan sketched in [14] and pro-
posed FTS as the foundation for behavioural specification
and verification of SPLs. The focus of the papers were
the formalism and an explicit-state algorithm for omega-
regular (e.g., LTL) properties. The present paper extends
these results in several ways. We study symbolic, rather
than explicit, algorithms. This results in new algorithmic
insights and an adapted temporal logic, fCTL. We will not
enter into the LTL vs. CTL debate here, but just mention
that it extends to SPLs and that one could also add prod-
uct quantifiers to LTL. Regarding complexity, the LTL and
CTL algorithms are rather similar: the complexity of the
single-system algorithm multiplied by an exponential fac-
tor. However, the CTL algorithm is fully symbolic, it can
thus handle much larger state spaces. We further propose a
front-end to our theoretical results that is built around the
industry-strength NuSMV model checker.
Verification of SPLs. We are not aware of any symbolic
model checking approach adapted specifically to SPLs, ex-
cept for the straightforward product-enumerative approach,
which the benchmarks of Section 6 have shown to be largely
inefficient compared to our algorithms.
Lauenroth et al. [26] propose an explicit-state CTL model
checking algorithm for automata labeled with features. There
are a number of differences between their approach and ours.
A first difference is that their algorithms are not symbolic.
Also, while similar to FTS, their modelling language does
not allow to label transitions with arbitrary Boolean ex-
pressions, and uses a non-standard definition of the par-
allel composition (which adds transitions that were not in
the original automata). Furthermore, the algorithms they
propose do not attempt to explore the state space in an ef-
ficient manner. Instead, they explore every possible path of
the state space which results in an algorithmic complexity
that is exponential in the size of the (already huge) state
space (see Section 6.1 for details). Since the translation of
an automaton accepted by their method into an FTS can be
easily achieved in linear time, our algorithms can treat their
problems more efficiently.
Not specifically aimed at SPLs, but still comparable, is
the compositional approach for CTL model checking of fea-
tures proposed by Li et al. [27]. A feature automaton can be
attached to two precisely defined interface states of the base
system. The advantage of this approach is that each feature
can be verified in isolation. The disadvantage is lost expres-
siveness: features can only add sequentially at the interface
and not at several places at the same time. Furthermore,
features cannot remove transitions or states.
In the domain of process calculi, Gruler et al. [22] propose
PL-CCS, a variant of CCS extended with a product line
variant operator that allows to model an alternative choice
between two processes. Their model checking procedure is,
however, only sketched and, as far as we know, no imple-
mentation is available. Moreover, as they introduce a new
operator that changes the semantics of the calculus rather
drastically, they cannot easily adapt existing tools for their
approach (as we do in Section 5).
Behavioural modelling of SPLs. There are approaches
for behavioural modelling of SPLs, but that do not provide
mechanisms for the verification of temporal properties.
In [25], Larsen et al. proposed modal I/O automata to
model SPLs whose products are open systems. Their main
contribution is to study refinement between two SPLs as
well as a method to decompose an SPL. Hence, contrary to
us, they do not study procedures for model checking against
arbitrary temporal properties.
In [20], Fischbein et al. suggest to use modal transition
systems (MTS) [24] to model SPLs. A modal TS is a TS
equipped with must and may transitions. May transitions
are used to introduce variability in the model. The authors
are only interested in the notion of behavioural conformance,
i.e., deciding whether a behaviour is part of an SPL. They
do not consider the model checking problem.
Fantechi and Gnesi [19, 18] introduce variability operators
into MTS that allow to specify cases in which i..j outgoing
transitions may be taken. This does not overcome the inher-
ent MTS limitation that all may transitions are independent.
Asirelli et al. propose MHML, a logic that can express
behavioural properties and constraints over features [3, 2].
As an MTS does not explicitly refer to a feature model, the
presented algorithm for model checking MHML over MTS
cannot be used to find the products that violate a property.
High-level languages for SPLs. Existing high-level
languages for modelling SPL behaviour, as proposed in [37,
16], focus on syntactical aspects and do not consider model
checking. To the best of our knowledge, fSMV is the first
high-level language for behavioural modelling of SPLs that
has efficient model checking algorithms. The main differ-
ence between the original work by Plath and Ryan [32] and
ours is that we focus on modelling and verifying multiple
products at once, while their approach consisted in checking
feature combinations exhaustively (limited to pairs of fea-
tures). Both approaches can be used to detect feature inter-
actions. An advantage of ours is that it is complete and that
it produces a propositional formula for each property char-
acterising the interacting features. With [32], an additional
aggregation step is required to obtain this information.
Other. For safety analysis of SPLs, Liu et al. [28] use
Statecharts to model (parts of) reusable components. In-
stances can be derived syntactically by pruning. Each pos-
sible instance is manually run against a bad scenario to check
whether or not it may occur. There is no support for verifi-
cation of arbitrary temporal properties.
Morin et al. propose a method to check for inconsistencies
between features in adaptive systems [30]. Instead of veri-
fying all possible combinations at design time, they verify a
feature combination when it is activated at runtime, which
is prevented in case of an inconsistency. However, their ver-
ification only covers structural properties of the system.
In addition to the above, there is a body of related research
in the field of feature interaction detection [8]. The purpose
of these approaches is to detect and manage incompatibil-
ities, called harmful interactions, between features (mostly
in telecommunication systems). Feature interaction research
lacks the product line perspective: their techniques generally
focus on pair-wise checks and do not deal with the problem
of an exponential number of possible feature combinations.
8. CONCLUSION
Model checking SPLs is hard because of the exponential
number of products to be checked. This adds to the more
common phenomenon of state space explosion that is in-
curred when the individual systems are verified. Our earlier
algorithms only address the former kind of blowup, but still
face a state explosion problem as they enumerate and visit
system states one by one.
In this paper, we proposed symbolic algorithms to tackle
this problem. Our contributions are (i) a study of the foun-
dations for symbolic SPL model checking with the intro-
duction of fCTL, (ii) a symbolic algorithm to model check
fCTL over FTS, (iii) a usable language and tools based on
NuSMV, and (iv) theoretical as well as empirical evaluations
of the approach. Benchmarks show that our algorithms cab
be considerably faster than standard algorithms.
Although the originality of our work lies in our quest for
SPL-specific methods and tools, we think that our results
partly extend to a larger class of adaptable systems like
parametrised components, context-aware systems, etc. This
is one of many possible paths for future investigations. Oth-
ers include mapping visual modelling languages (e.g. Stat-
echarts) to FTS, further evaluation and industrial applica-
tions, and further optimisations.
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